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ABSTRACT 
Drought stress is a major constraint to sorghum production worldwide. The stage of 

growth at which moisture stress occurs is important in determining the response of sorghum 
to soil moisture stress. The post flowering stress occurs when plants are under severe 
moisture stress during the graio filling stage. The term stay green is used to describe post 
flowering drought resistance. Plant symptoms indicating either a desirable or undesirable 
response to stress at this stage bave been described and can be visually rated in the field. 
The distinct visual responses are reliable indicators of a genotype's response to drought and 
are predictable and repeatable across locations and years under similar stress conditions. 
Three hybrid tests for post flowering drought resistance i.e. tbe preliminary drought hybrid 
test the stay green hybrid test; and the drought hybrid test; were evaluated and screened in 
limited irrigation fields and a dry land farming conditions at Texas Experimental Station. 
Lubbock. Texas. Data were collected on days to 50% flowering and leaf plant death (LPD) 
rating as an indication to stay green character. The days to 50% flowering for the dry land 
farm flowered earlier than the other two test locations. Several female lines i.e. ATX 3197; 
A35. ATX 623 and A4R showed the lowest LPD ratings in their hybrids and could be used 
in the breeding program. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Water is the primary factor limiting yields in most of the world's 

sorghum producing regions (Seatharama et a/1982). There is no question 
that trngation results in dramatic increases in yield under those 
circumstances, but many areas will continue to produce under rainfed 
conditions because they lack either the available water resources or the 
capital to develop them. Crop improvement for greater drought resistance is 
one means of increasing yields or enhancing yield stability where 
supplemental water is not available. Drought resistance is complex and not 
amenable to modification through selection for simple phonological traits. 
Selections should be tested repeatedly under environments where the 
seasonal and interacting patterns of temperature and water stress are similar 
to those in the target regions (Jordan and Sullivan 1983). Development of 
crops with improved drought tolerance is receiving increased emphasis 
within various agricultural research agencies. The procedures to accomplish 
this are often complex and progress at times is slow (Rosenow and Clark 
1981). Improving drought tolerance in sorghum has recently received 
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